Weekly Regional HOG PRICE Report
Things to Consider….
The latest USDA data tallying US livestock and meat
trade was released Friday, November 5th. Total US pork
exports fell 15.8 million pounds or -3.0% from last
reported, and was down 35.1 million pounds or -6.4%
from year ago levels. Notably, total US pork imports for
September reached a new high historically at 109.7
million pounds, marginally higher than the high reached
the month previous at 109.3 million pounds.
US pork to Japan declined the most in the month of
September, dropping 13.6 million pounds. Pork to
mainland China fell 5.6 million pounds while Hong Kong
slipped 792 thousand pounds and Taiwan edged 174
thousand pounds lower for an adjusted China* decline of
6.6 million pounds. Pork to China* accounted for 10.6%
of the total monthly US pork export volume for
September, compared to 11.5% in August and 21.9% on
the 12-month average. The Philippines, Colombia,
Dominican Republic and South Korea recorded more
moderate declines, with each country generally 2-3
million pounds lower. Notably, the Philippines slipped to
low levels for this time seasonally compared to more
recent historical years, while US pork being exported to
the Colombia and the Dominican Republic are considered
strong historically.
Offsetting some of these declines were increases to
Canada primarily, which rose 13.5 million pounds,
however Mexico recorded a moderate 1.2 million pound
increase on the month. US pork to Canada accounted for
11.1% of the total monthly US volume for September,
which is 3% above the 12-month average. Notably, the
US imported 13.2 million pounds more pork from Canada
than it exported to the country for the month of
September.
As the recent data illustrates, US pork exports abroad are
down roughly 1% year to date compared to the same
months in 2020. However, US pork imports are
significantly higher which confirms strong domestic
demand and the need for more product to satisfy
domestic needs. Lower exports to other major buying
nations around the world should not be viewed as a
major negative to market pricing. Rather the difference
between imports and exports confirms the requirement
of more pork needed both around the world and
domestically in the US.
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Weekly Hog Price Recap
Cash hogs faced another week of significant
declines. National cash was down near daily while
regional cash fell for the better part of the week
with improvement days up only modestly. CME
cash fell daily, down $0.75-$1/cwt throughout the
majority of the week. Wholesale pork values were
mixed, however heavier declines in bellies and
butts weighed on pork cutout. US pork cutout
slipped $1.75/cwt under the previous week's
average.
Market hog values fell as much as $12/hog this week, weighed on heavily by declines in cash hogs pricing and
wholesale pork values. Quebec was yet again down the most compared to other monitored markets, down
$12/hog, followed by lagged pricing markets such as the OlyW 20 & 21 and the BP/TC which were each down
$11-$11.50/hog from the week previous. Hog values out of Ontario fell nearly $10/hog, while the ML Sig 4 and
Hylife markets each declined $8.50/hog. In the US, hog values out of Tyson fell more than $5.25/hog while JM
was down $7.50/hog from week ago levels.

Weekly Hog Margins
Monitored Canadian hog margins generally weakened more than $12/hog in the last week, due to lower hog
and pork values primarily however were also further pressured by another rise in feed costs. Canadian farrowto-finish feed costs climbed $2/hog while those in the monitored US region were up $1.50/hog from a week
earlier.
Hog margins out of the OlyW 20 weakened $13.25 to more than $23.75/hog profits, while the OlyW 21 was
down near $13.75 to $19.50/hog profits and Quebec margins fell $14 to $19.25/hog profits. Hylife weakened
shy of $10.75 to more than $13/hog profits, while Sig 4 margins declined $10.65 to $9.75/hog profits and
Ontario was down $12 to more than $8.50/hog profits. In the US, hog margins out of Tyson weakened more
than $6.75 to $0.35/hog profits while JM margins weakened $9 to $12.75/hog losses.

Tyson: $0.37 USD x 1.2404 = $0.46 CAD
Morrell: $(12.80) USD x 1.2404 = $(15.88) CAD
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